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ABSTRACT 

In this paper three methods which tolce into account the 

torsional effect in analysis of rectangular two-way grid struc¬ 

tures are introduced and compared. 

The first method is the " Plate-Analogy Method” which 

treats the grid as an uniootropic plate* The solution of the 

basic equation of the equivalent uniootrople plate, by analogy, 

is the solution for the grid. In this study, the finite diffe¬ 

rence technique was unod to solve the plato equation* Special 

treatment for the case of the fixed edge grid was introduced. 

She second method is tho " Slope-Reflection Method" 

which adopts three unknowns at each intersection joint of the 

grids the deflection, and two orthrogonal slopes at that joint. 

She moments torques, and shear at the joint can be expressed 

in terms of the slopes and deflections of the surrounding 

joints. Prom equilibrium relationships, three equations can 

be written at each joint. Solution of the resulting sets of 

oimultanoua equations yields as results the unknown slopes and 

deflections* Then tho moments, torques, and shears can be 

calculated. 

She third method considered is the " Reflection Method" 

proposed by the writer. She basic idea is to treat the grid 

as composed of discrete rigid bars conneoted by elastic two-way 

joints. She moments, torques and shears can be expressed by 

the deflections of the surrounding joints. Proa equilibrium 

relationships one equation can be written at eaoh joint* Solu¬ 

tion of resulting alaultanous equations gives tho unknown deflec¬ 

tions. Then the moments » torques, and shears can be calculated 

An 8 x 0 square grid, uniformly loaded, with edges either 

siraply supported, fixed, or supported at four corners was studied. 

The Slope-Reflection Method yields tho exact answer, whereas the 
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Plate-Analogy Method and Deflection Method are approximate 

methods# The study shows that both the Plate-Analogy Method 

and Deflection Method glverresults which are acceptable for 

most engineering applications. The Deflection Method is 

much easier to apply than the other two methods. 

The effect of torsional stiffness of the member should 

not be ignored in some grid analysis* This study shows that 

if a grid is made of pipes* tho resulting error in deflection 

and stresses will be 100 whereas, for the case of open 

rolled sections the error will be less than 10 % for the case 
studied. 

By assigning a special member section with the property 

, the " Slope-Deflection Method" can be adapted as 

the " Grid-Analogy Method" to solve plate problems. 

Molecular equations for various boundary conditions for 

each method are developed fully in this work. These equations 

are developed in a very general manner, so that they could be 

applied to a grid with member sises and spacings not necessarily 

the same in two orthogonal directions. 
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. .1 

- CHAX’TEB I 

■ • * ' XHTHGESJOTIOH • 

>*' 

A grid structure is a flat frame worh cospoccd of sets of 

parallel beam systems arranged in different directions* She beams 

intersect at the cross points* Examples of commonly used etructual 

grid systems aro shown in Figure 1* Shis paper is limited to the 

two-way rectangular grid* 

She main advantage of a grid system over a beam system is 

that the structural elements run in more than one direction* A 

grid is therefore sore monolithic than a beam system* because the 

reaction forces arc more uniformly distributed along the supporting 

edges* fho maximum shear end bending force acting on each taember 

tsill be less than in a one v/ay beam system for the same loading 

condition and some number of members over the same area* Therefore 

a shallower* more graceful* and more economical roof or floor system 

con be obtained by adopting a grid system* The advantages of a grid 

system over a plate or flat slab are as follows s 

(1) For a grid system* the elements are deeper than for a slab 

of the same weight* Therefore* the grid system is much more effi¬ 

cient in carrying flexure* 

(2) Sue to the deeper members a grid is more rigid In deflec¬ 

tion than a slab design for the same allowable stress* 

(3) The spacing pf the grid members can be arranged so that 

openings or oliy-ilghto through floor or roof systems can easily bo 

made} whereas openings through slabs or shells require much more 

attention in design and construction* 

Disadvantages of grids generally considered in the past were 

as follows? 

(l) Before a satisfactory welding process had been developed* 

the cross joint was something which could not bo economically made 
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with satisfaction. This factor generally caused the grid system 

to be expensive. But nowadays the new welding techniques have made 

it possible to develop full member strengths at the joints, and. 

the distortion and shrinkage problem due to welding can be precisely 

controlled. How generally a steel grid system compares quite 

favorably with a beam system from the economic standpoint. 

For a concrete grid, the high cost of the form work and the 

reduced effective depth at the intersection of the steel reinforce¬ 

ment are ( drawbacks': which favors the conventional beam and slab 

systems. 

(2) Before the availability of computors, it was difficult for 

engineers to get precise stresses and deflections for grid struc¬ 

tures. An accurate analyses took days or weeks for even a simple 

grid structure. If there were loading conditions and various 

arrangements of a grid to be trid in order to optimize a design, 

several months mights be necessary in such a study using a desk 

calculator. Simplified assumtlons were usually made in order to 

obtainsapproximate solutions in a reasonable time. One such 

approach is to assume the deflected surface to be a double sine 

curved surface. The maximum deflection at the center can then be 

obtained by the strain energy method; after which the deflections 

at other oross point can be easily obtained in accordance with the 

assumed sine curve. This;is a very rough approach. The stresses 

might be over estimated 50$, oi? more dangerous, the stresses may 

be under-estimated resulting in an unsafe structure. Modern 

computors now reduce the tedious computation time required for 

routine tasks from days to minutes, allowing precise solutions 

to complicated problems. 

In the following paragraphs three different methods, each 

taking into account the torsional effect in the analyses of grid 

structures, will be introduced and compared, 
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I 

TWO-WAY GRID 

PIG I EXAMPLES OP GOMONLY USED STRUCTURAL 

GRID SYSTEMS. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE PLATE-AIIAIiOGY METHOD 

Published methods which oonsider the torsional effeot in the 

analysis of grid structures include the Plate-Analogy Method3' . 

This method treats the grid as an anisotropic plate. 

The oquilibrum equation for any kind of plate will be 3 

7>Zz 
L + __ 

— (0 

Por the anisotropic plate the bending and twisting moments 

are* 
2>2W 

2 ' ^2 J 

D,2^r) 

Mv„= ZD 
xy 

7 

xy 

By smashing a grid into a plate D and 3) can be expressed as x <y 
follows t 

B, B, 

By = 

In which B^, Bg are the flexural rigidity of beams in x and y 

directions and a^, b^ are the distances between beams in x and y 

directions, respectively as shown in Pigure 2. 

I -*f Qt W 
y 

Pigure 2 
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Since Poison's Ratio has negligible effect on the rigidity 

of the gridf the quantity in this case is zero, and the quan- 

tlty can be oxpreeeed in terms of the torsional rigiditiee 0j_ 

and Cg of the beams paralled to the x and y axes, respectively* 

For this purpose the twist on an element is considered as shown in 

Figure 3* She relations between the twisting moments and the twist 

are obtained as follows* 

~dzcu c2 

q, 

Substiting the expressions for M , My# M * into equation (l), 

the differential equation of the deflected surface of the grid is 

obtained as» 

P, 

b, ? Z 4 r + Q, -?u4 Jr (z) 

She solution of this differential equation will give the 

deflection at any point along the beams* 

Swo methods are generally used to solve this partial diffe¬ 

rential equation* One is to find a mathematical expression for the 

deflected surface which satisfies the equation and also the boundary 

conditions. It is not too difficult to find a solution for some 

simply supported cases. However, for fixed edges or free edges it 

is very difficult to find an exact solution. 
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Finite difference techniques may also be used to solve the 

differential equation numerically* Although this problem can be 

solved numerically* evaluation of the results is sometimes diffi¬ 

cult* Firsts there may be doubts about the analogy; second) the 

accuracy of the finite difference approeh may be doubtful* A 

more exact method is worthy of consideration* 

6 
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CHAPER III 

SUE 8LaPE-J)BPLBC5?IOK HBSHOB 

2hio method was first introduced to the writer by Dr* Sima 

in hio Light Weight Structure oouroo* It was originally proposed 

by Dr* Austin* She method will be referral to ao the ’’Slope- 

Seflootion” method in this paper* 

In this method# three unknovms are considered at each joint* 

Sheoo unknown quantities are (w) the defleotion of that joint# 
(w*) the slope in x direction at that joint# and (w°) the slope in 

y direction at that joint* tfhe loads are considered to be con¬ 

centrated at the joints# thus* 

(A) She relation between moments and defleotion angles area 

(B) 3?ho relation between angles and displacements ares 

Ze/ CO — ace/vent ( } -t) 

cv/= =s/<?f>e /n ax''d/r&cJy'on 

b 

% 



(C) She relation between moment and displacement are* 

Mb = (2^ 4 O ■f'c(“‘,~h“
a)) 

Ma= h 

Mb-f - (*) 

(D) She relation between shear force and displacement are: 

,/ _ Mb —MQ 

^ -fT~ 

^ = ^=7f 

01 
CU/HZ.^- k?L4J-T/£- 

Qta a+b 

(E) She relation between torque and displacement ares 

x-bar 

r=f 
OU 

of a 
Mi] 

Of b 

— (&) 

y-bar 

o+b 
(V 

ota 

(5) 
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By adopting the sign convention, shown in Figure 4, the equili¬ 

brium equations and the molecular equations shown on pages 

through are obtained* 

<"(*) 

Figure 4 

She molecular equations in the upper part of each page are 

the equations for the general oase when the grid have x-dlreotion 

beams with bending stiffness of EI^ and torsional stiffness of GJ^ 

spaced at hg aparti and y-direction beams with bending stiffness 

of Elg and torsional stiffness of GJg spaced at h^ apart* She 

molecular equations in the lower part of each page are the equa¬ 

tions for the speolal case when h^ h2» h a I2# and J1 " 
S2* 

Equations (B-4) through (B-8) are the boundary point equa- 
* ■ »■ 

tions for a free edge* She boundary equations for a simply suppor¬ 

ted edge will, be the same only the deflection coefficient on the 

edge will be zero* In the case of a fixed edge both the deflection 

and the slppe coefficient on the edge will be zero* 

Whenever an inner point has one unknown w, equation (B-l) 

should be applied to that point to get the equation* Whenever 

an inner point has two unknowns w, and w1, equation (B-l) and (S-2) 

should be applied to that point. If w, w1, w* are all unknowns, 

equations (B-l), (B-2), and (B-3) should be applied to that point 

in order to get three equations for that point* She same prin¬ 

ciples should be followed for all boundary points. Any boundary 

condition demands application of the proper molecular equation* 
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A set of linear algebraic simultaneous equations may be obtained 

from the molecular equations, The number of equations will be 

equal to the. number of unknowns. 

The solution to this set of simultaneous equations yields 

with deflection and slope of each point. Sheh, by use of equa¬ 

tions (3)—(T) the moment} shear, and torque at each point can 

be found. 

It is important to note that the molecular equations are 

antisymmetric in slopes. Great care should be exercised when 

a symmetrical case is encountered because the slopes of a pair 

of symmetrical points have reversed signs. 

10 



SLOPE- DEFLECTION METHOD 

Equilibrium for an inner point 

V - V + V - V = .P '— 
ow oe os on v 

M - M + T - T a 0    
oe ow os on 

M — m + T - T a 0—   
on os oe ow 

(X) 
(11) 

(111) 

The molecular equation for equation (l) is 

For 
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SLOPE- DEFLECTION METHOD ‘ "| 

The molecular equation for equilibrium equation (ll) is ! 

- -(BZ)' 
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I 

SLOPE - DEFLECTION METHOD 

The molecular equation for equilibrium equition (ill) 

For = hz-h 

I J 

= o 

I 

i 

--&y 
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SLOPEfDEFLECTION' METHOD 

Equilibrium equations for a point on the free edge 

V - V + V - P  (IE) 
ow oe os ' 
M - M + T =0   ( V) 
oe ow os 7 

M + T - T =0  (T7T) 
os oe ow w 

The molecular equation for equation (jz) ±Bt 

£1 
For Kx = Ky = 

ht=h2^h 

~'Z7T -/z4^ 

-Ccu' -&UJ‘ + CuJ/ 
Ph‘ 

El 
IV 

-/Z — 

-ecu' 

-(34) 

—($4/ 

f 
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SLOPE-DEFLECTION METHOD 

The molecular equation flor equation (V) is: 

i 

{0SJ 

For h,-hz“h 

one/ /ef jrs ~ 

<* = <*■* c- . 

o {BSf 

! 
I 

1 

15* 



SLOPE-DEFLECTION METHOD 

The molecular equation for equation (JZjis: 

 • _ 6££. 
C* • />2 
—- UJ 
A/ (i£ii+

zJk)uf 
\ hi hj^ 

W O 

O 
\ 

I 

S 

i 
i t 
> i 
I 

i 

! for ht
ahz=h 

i r _ f - T C 
j 2'-£* and /<-/ r= £j 
! cx =9 

-r*m * 
-6T- 
(4+2f)tO 

-you' -so •—(3&y 

. .1 * 
a 

. r j*L~\ 
+ C~f 
+ZUJ' 

i | E 



SLOPE-DEFLECTION METHOD 

The equilibrium equation for a comer point 

/ M + T =0 — CM) 
J oe oa 
M — T ' « 0 (TZZZZj 1 os oe ^ ' 

The molecular equation for equation (TEL) is: 

i ■ . 1 

i 

i The molecular equation for equation Q(HI) is: 

j -e2«J 

! /?* HiJ 
• 

— =0 

(fie) 

-QJH 
* 

(.4-i-t) Uf * 

* 1 

-r^'V-o 

§ l 
1 
j 

O 
1 * 

0 | * (B8) 

1 ' ‘ 

1 
i 

. r u> 
. 
+-67T . 

For h,s/>£ ~h 

Cjf ~ Cy ~ C 

' SI 
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CHAPTER IV 

SHE DEEDECSIOMESHOD 

In order to reduce the number of v equations to be handled 

In analyzing grid system, the writer suggests method, " She 

Deflection-Method”. She basic idea is to treat the grid as Com¬ 

posed of discrete rigid bars connected by elastic two-way joints. 

Consider a member which deflects from its unloaded position 

to the loaded position. When there is no twisting moment acting 

at joint 0, the bending moments at 0, H0B, are equal. By 

Hewmask’s equation2 : 

^OE ~ Mow = ~J^Z ^ ZE) 

or (MOB f Mo«) = 7^ (~Zw r2Z0-ZE) (a) 

When there are twisting force acting at 0, SQ^, S^g then 

MQS and are not equal. However, the relation between total 

moment t ^ow deflection at W, 0, E points still holds 

true.- 

She equilibrium equations for an inner point 0 are then $ 

2V—° Vow~~ ¥oB ~ ~ 

XMy-o M OB ~M0w 7o$-7~OAJ — ° -------(
/0

) 

2Mx~o MOAJ-MOS + TOE -;;«/ = ^ vo 

is. 



and from staticsc 

M ow 
Vow ~~ 

— M wo 
h, 

VoAJ 
Mwo — M os/ 

hz • 

VoB 

vas 

M Eo - M oe 

h, 
Mo<>— Mso 

h 2 

Substituting aquation (is) 

V {/*) 

J 
into equation (9) s 

Mos 1" Mohj v\ f MwoiMEo ; Ms pi' Mwo J _ ^ ^ , 
J \ h, hz V 

fhc first two terms of equation 13 can bo expressed by 

equation (8)* She last term needs further development* 

let 
2.EI, 

h‘ 
and tolso w no new origan* 

From equation (8) 

2-£A =/r y 

M»° t M ^ w = Kx (-zw„ t 2ZV + z.)    [)4) 
From equation (10) 

Mwo ~M] ^/(V — M ~~ 7V sw —— C/s) 

But 2.^^ and can bo aprosimatod by tho following relation* 

lot CJ a forolonal oonetant of Y direction number 
y 

~T   (^v ^-A/> ww) (Zo ~ *v) 
'IVA/W 

V 

2 h, h z 9 
 iU) 

9 

 07) 

2-h,hz 
Equation (16) end (17) aro not exact* because tho twisting forco 

will induce a moll rotation at tho point W which can not bo die- 
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cribed by the deflections near to that point* 

Substituting equations; (16), (17) into equation (l5)» and add¬ 

ing equations (15) and (l4)> the moment is can be expressed in 

terms of the deflections^ 

Mwo ~ T^wJZZ^Z°)+^hiZ/v~Z™«+ZZM'2Z° 
+ZS ~ZSW) . 

and similarly for 

^ O (-Z^z»*2z*fzz°-z^ *> 

Mf/O - '2~{-?Htl'
l'‘2ZH-Ze)+£^(-ZM„v+ZM+2.2M-2Z,,-Zmls'Zs) 

os) 

J 

using equation (18) and equation (8) and subdtituting into equa¬ 

tion (13), the molecular equation can be constructed as shown on 

pages 2.1 through 2.7 • 

It is worth noting that the molecular equations' derived from 

the: Deflection-Method are symmetrical* Only the deflection of the 

cross-points are unknowns* 
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DEFLECTION METHOD 

The molecular equation 

NWW 

NNVV 

+AK^ 

wvv 

NW 

1  

- 2 Ki/h, 

W 

h/n 
sww SW 

fssvv 

for an inner .point 

+^2 K>f4 _ 

: NN 

• 2 Kjafl 

L^&r" 
N 

+ 3HxZi 
43 KyA' 

4 lCW 

ZKy/4 

~T 3 

NN6 

 1 

NE 

. \LUj 

NEE 

i E 

se 

j + /zKy/jit i , i/,(V ! 

LM't% 
I' « i 55£ 

= /=> --(a) 

nfri 
SEE 

For Fx -Ky =A h,-hz~h 

~xih/ y^fc 

r\WW 

IV W 

*Mc‘ 
1 5tVW 

+/^cl 
WNW 

NW 

4/2/< -2K ' 

J-Yzc’ -J&C' 
vV 

SW 

55W 

-feC' j 

, A/Kf 

-J, 
-XzC 

N 

+/4 d 
NNE 

6 K 

ZC1 

-2K 

-Xzc' 
I's 

+&lf 
-4c7 

ras 

NE 

5E 

- 

S5E 

#c; 

NEE 

-2K ‘ +/zl< 
'YzC' -YzC' - =pfy-m' 

BB 

Y4rC'\ 

YSBB 
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DEFLECTION METHOD' 

The molecular equation for a point one space from free 

edge boundary 

Free 

’ :isiS— 

N ' NE 

i3K */*•'. 

1 
N£E 

ti0^: b^4 
vyvV vV LLL./^a-i 0 ££ 

~P--{CZ.) 

-4% hi 

| SW\M SW' 

l+LJfaxi 
o 

\^2KyAi 

1 r 
s 

1 SSiv f SS I SSE 

I 

! . 

| 

'! 

se "1 1 see 

For K^-Ky- K 

CxAh,a Cy/wz~c 

(czf 
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DEFLECTION METHOD 

The molecular equation for a point one space from two free 

edge boundaries 

=*Ph --(&/ 

i 
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DEFLECTION METHOD 

The molecular equation for a point on the free edge boundary 

<CA) 

For Kx = Ky - K . 

c<»r c' 

=ph m’ 
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DEFLECTION METHOD 

The molecular equation on the free edge boundary but one 

space from other free edge boundary 

; for /£ = Ky = K 

= %*= c/ 

\-%r’ \-=Ph"~CLs)' 
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I DEFLECTION METHOD 

The molecular equation for a point one space from simply- 

supported edge 

« P—{C6) 

Par /<x ~ f<y — K 
c*/v, - cy/^ - c' 
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DEFLECTION METHOD 

Molecular equation for a point one space from two simply 

supported edges 

&7) 

for = Ky - K 
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CHAPTER V 

NUMERICAL EXAMELES AND SPECIAL PROBLEMS RELATED' 
TO THE APPLICATION OP DIPPERENT METHODS 

In order to compare the three methods mentioned in the pre¬ 

vious chapters, a simple 8x8 square grid was choosen as a numer 

rical example. 

/V M 
* 1 « 
L * J /r X /V il 

M 'l 

J 

H 'p H x /w 

L H £ D £ £> £ // L 

\ 

H Q P 3 'A B O <r fx CQ 

M; 

II 

J f c A O A C F J \ 

V9 

© 

K <? p 6 A B IP G % 

L H- £ D C P £ H L. 

M I H <7 F Z 

'1 
A/ M L K JT /< L. M A/ 

8 <S) £' = 43' 

Pigure 5 

The member cross-section in both directions were selected 

as box-shaped as shown in Pigure 6. This shape is efficient in 

resisting bftth bending and torsional forces. 
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*^4-5(8)3-/i-4- (7-2S)3 

sr • * 
— //? 

J~ — 7brj/os>o/ sf/'-f/riejS 

= 2+it (°-+)2(&'+,)*' 

^ 2.xt/8*&(7.%)Z(4'S-Q‘Z5-) 
8x */e 4 4-5* o-ZS- (*/e) z- (%J 2- 

Flgure 6 
= -T-S'-S //? 

A dimensionless sectional property of this section is 

Jr = ~~ ■= o.z&££><£> 
v 

(Che load applied to the grid v/as a uniform load of intensity 

p» la the analysis the load is assumed to be concentrated at the 
2 P 

cross-points^ that is P o ph at every inner cross-joint and -g- 

at each boundary** 

(Chreo different boundary conditions will bo considered? 

(1) All four edges arc simply supported* 

(2) All four edges ore fixed» 

(3) The grid is supported on columns or poets at the four 

comers* 
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A* Solution By fffas Plate-Analogy Method 

Substituting a a O*26666 into equation (2) 9 tho partial 

differential equation for this problem is 

tz* 
+ 0-53333 •/ — 

3Z2?^Z ^ 
= 

If finite differences ore applied in the solution0 the-resulting 

molecular equation is shown in page 31 » When this molecular 

equation is applied near to or on the boundary* some part of tho 

molecular coefficient will entend beyond the boundary* Shoo© 

outside points will be referred to ao”£iatltiouo points”* She 

deflection of these fictitious points must be expressed in temps of 

tho real deflo ction of the inside points* Boundary conditions must 

be used to establish the relationship between real points and 

fictitious points* 

At a simply supported edge 

Deflection » 0 

Moment normal to the edge « 0 

At a fixed edge 

Defleotion a 0 

Doflootion angle normal to the edge » o 

At a free edge 

Heaotion a 0 

Moment normal to the edge «s 0 

Formulation of the tho special molecular equations is demon¬ 

strated on pages 3a to <48 « 
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PLATE - ANALOGY METHOD 

The molecular equation for an inner point is : 

~ / X_ 
ww 

.. J 
tv 

SW 

-■ 1 - 

V/V 

n r —i 0 -S3333' i "S-OCbbb 0>53333\ 

A/ 

14-/3333 

A o 

/ 

r 

/V£ 

■3", O&Cbb 

£ 

r~ 

. I. 

/ i 
I Vi 

i 

—\0'S3333 \ 1 0-S3333 

S£ 

SS 

EL 

/ 

•2 

r 

-’iAO 
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PLATE-ANALOGY METHOD 

The molecular equation for a point one space from free edge is: 

-dX4 ~ h4 { ' -4 & 

■f 

-4 -/ / . J 

9^ 

h 

./ 

-z 

(s 
\ 

-4 

/ 

9^4/ =j_ 

^Zzd^= /l4 7 

/> -z — / 

-Z — 4 

/ 

t 

-2 

-Z 

/ 

T' 

/ 

A'IV 

w w 

5.O&Obb 

w 

J 

— . 

0.53333 
L 

svf 

Free. 

-i O.5333?4-\-*'o66&- 
A/ 

053333,- 

AJ£ 

\ r ~! r  
j Z3./3333 — -5.06UQ- 

A d 

5'0&&bb~ 
. i 
s 

/ 

I BE 

i>b 
El 
 (A 2) 

5-53333 ~ 

“ I SB 

- / - 

' | SS 
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PLATE-ANALOGY METHOD 

The molecular equation for a point one space from two free edges 

3 4cu 
9^4 / 

S' 

<PhS 

SI - - m 
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FMTB-AiTALOGY tSSSHOJ) 

The molecular equation for a point on the fra© edge 
The general molecular equation when applied to the boundary 

points# will have four points extending beyond the boundary* The 
dofleatlon of the outside fictitious points must be expressed In 
terms of the dofleatlon' of the side points according to the bound¬ 
ary conditions* 

The boundary conditions for a free dege are the reaction 
force along the free edge H « 0# and the moment perpondloular to 
the free edge H = 0, 

For anisotropic plate 

For a grid system 35^ = 0 and D » — 

-t 4. o 

os 
1 
at the boundary BsO 

^UJ_ 
+ S3 333 

~&3co 
— o 

Shis partial differential equation when solved by the finite 
differences technique yields the expression for the farthest ficti¬ 
tious point interms of the inner points* 
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PLATE-ANALOGY METHOD 

Por a grid system D^ = 0 and at the free &ege,M = 0. 

iff 
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DMTE-MADOGT METHOD 

SO 

-z = o UJ 
F2. 
F* 
F4 

By use of equations (a) and (b) the fictitious point can be 

Eliminated. The molecular equation for the point on the free 

on space from another free edge boundary 1st 

Free. ease¬ 

-s.ocuk— / - 

w o E 1 EE 

b06666 -6-/3333 boUCC|~ 

's s W j 5 V7a 

£1 
~(4*) 
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PMTE-ANALOGY METHOD 

If a grid is snasled into a plate to cover the same area, 

the edge members of the grid must be one half as large as the 

inner members. By analogy the edge members of the grid should 

be one half as stiff in bending and torsion as the inner members* 

In the grid example selected, the edge members are of the 

same stiffness as the inner members* So, if the plate-analogy 

method is adopted to solve this problem the grid must be treated 

as an unisotropic plate supported on beams along the edges; The 

bending and torsional stiffnesses of the supporting beams along 

the edges should be equal to one half of the inner grid members* 

The molecular equation for the boundary points are deve¬ 

loped as follows* 

The edge beam reaction is 

o _ ££ t'E6 ~ Z i ^ J 
where I is the moment of inertia of the full beam section 

50 [2?^ O.S33332^L la 
Z L3x.4J Z 3^3 ] h 

[ 
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PLATE—ANALOGY METHOD 

! 1 1 

—*33331— 
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mmoi> 

By the us© of aquations (o) and (d)9 the fictitious points can 

be eliatmited* ®he jaoXccular equation for s point on the free edge 

bowadesy* when edge fernsa effect is considered, 1st 

thf- 
EL 

(A 6) 

By the-wee of equations, (c) eafi (0) 9 the soleculas? equation 

for a point on the free edge and one space fror. the comer, when 

tho edge boas effect is considered9 is? 

- T6^* 

~ 

^7; 
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PLATS-ANALOGY METHOD 

The torque on the edge beam one space from a comer is* 

EX TV3’*'] ~ 
Jmcs M - ~ h l-^uZj = 

5 S£ 

 (e). 
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PLATE-ANALOGY METHOD 

The molecular equation for a point one space from & simply supported 
edge 

'7)4CaJ , f 
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PLATE-ANALOGY METHOD 

The molecular equation for a point one space from two simply- 

supported edges is 

/ i / . s 

/  4   S   4 —- / 

f 

/') 

i-4 ! 

h* \ 
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PLATE-ANALOGY 

The molecular equation for a point one space from a simply supported 

edge when edge beam effect is considered is: 

tA/o) 

The molecular equation for a point one space from two simply 

supported edges when edge beam effect is considered is: 

ax  (A n) 
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PMCE-AMIOGY METHOD 

Che edge beam effeot must be considered in this particular 

problem. If this effect is ignored# the error Hill bo increased 

about 5 $ for the simply supported case ( Shore is a twist effeot 

due to the imaginary edge beam ) and the error will be increased 

about 20 fj for a grid supported at four corners by columns*. 

By applying molecular equation ( A 1 ) at points 0#, A# 3# 0, 

B# B# and ( A 10 ) at points P#, 0# H and ( A 11) at 1#. ten aimul- 

tanous equations can be formed*. Chose equations were solved by 

using the IBM 1620 coaputor.. Che deflection results for the 

simply supported grid are shown in table 1*. 

Molecular equation ( A 1 ) was applied at points 0#. A, B9 0# 

3# B# (A 2 ) at points P# G# B# (A3) at point 1 ( A 6 ) at points 

<?9 K# L# md ( A 7 ) at M# to formulate fourteen oiaultanoue eqea- 

tiona* Che solution to theso equations for the grid supported at 

four comers are shown in table 5* 

Per the fired edge condition# the usual approach is to treat 

the deflection of the fictitious point which is one space outside 

the ooundaxy# as being equal to the deflection of the point which 

is one space inside the boundary* 

If this approach is used# the error in grid deflection may 

be as high as 30 $* Che finite difference technique does not worh 

well for the fixed edge boundary condition* Bor & plate problem 

the error can bo reduced by the use of finer divisions or sub¬ 

division near* the boundary* However# for a grid problem the 

number of divisions id fixed* Some other approach must, be deve¬ 

loped in order apply finite difference techniques to the fixed edge 

grid end obtain reasonable results* 

U 



An approach proposed by the writer to reduce the error, is 

as follows. She general finite difference e^reeion for a four1:l1 

order difference is t 

Shis is quite inaccurate. If reverse curve is encountered* 

So avoid this situation, the grid can he treated as simply- 

supported and then a moment may he applied to the edge so that 

the edge is rotated hack into a horisontal slope. 

If the edge is cantilevered out from the support for one 

space, the deflected shape of one section of the grid villi be as 

She loading of Gase B can then ho superposed on Case A. Only 

moments are applied to the edges in Case B, to make slope & at the 

support equal to • 

She general molecular equation for Case B is * 
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Applying equation (l) to point (4)* (5)s (6), arid equation 

(ll) to point (7)t four equations end five unlmovma are obtained. 

She unknowns are Xr^9 Wg Wg, end ~r* W, can bo found fron the 

relation O - "(9 • 

Expressing the angles in terms of deflections 

— _ ^ /- uJ7 

Zh 

Xt should be noted that the edge slope 6 of case A is not 

equal to Qa - - ^7 

2ho more exact expression for Q in terras of deflection in? 

cux -f- t<J7 _ — & W7 i- 

2 h ~4h 

then ~ ^7 ^ 2 w(. - Su/7 

Since V?G and are the defleotiono at point 6 end 7 for the 

sinply supported case, they are knov/a quantities! thus tho unknown 

W is eliminated, 
x 

fhlo approach yields very accurate results. 
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PLATE-ANALOGY METHOD 

The molecular equation for an inner point of Case 

The molecular equation for Case B for a point one 

boundary is : 

B is : 

=0 

space from the 
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PLATE-AHAIOGY METHOD 

The molecular equation of Case B for a point one space from two 

boundaries is s 

* (3% - Z^s) - --(A 14) 

A/unycs t <£& f 

Vo/ue. -from so/ufion 

of case. A . 

Molecular equation ( A 12 ) can be applied at points 0, A, 

By C, D# Ej ( A B ) at points P, G# H and ( A 14 ) at point I to 

form ten simultanous equations « Solution of these equations and 

superposition of the results to the simply supported case yields 

deflections for fixed edge grid* These are shown in table 3* 

Because the Plate-Analogy method does not offer a simple 

approach for finding the moment and torque in each member# formulas 

( 16)# (17)# (18)# (19)# which are derived for the deflection 

method may be adopted for oomputing the moment and torque in the 

member when the deflections of the grid have been determined by 

Plate-Analogy method* Moment and torque results are given in Tables 

2# 4# and S* 
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B» Solution By The Beflection Method 

Fourteen simultanous equations can be formed by applying the 

moleoular equations ( G^)# to points 0, A, B, G, B, E, (Cg)* 

point F, G, H, (C3)
# to point I, (C^)' to points J, K, B, ana (C^)^ 

to point Ho Chose equations were solved by computer and the 

results for deflection of the grid supported at four comers are 

shown in table 5. 

Ten Qumultanous equations can be formed by applying molecu¬ 

lar equation (C^)' to points 0, A, B, 0, B, E* (Cg)# to points F, 

G, Hj and (0^)#to point I# The results for deflection of the 

simply supported grid are shown in table 1* 

A special technique was developed for the Befleotion Method 

when dealing with the fixed edge condition* In the derivation of 

the equation} the relation M- -j^r JiB used* At a 

fixed edge, the fixed end moment can no longer be expressed by the 

above relationship as demonstrated in Figure • 

 ^ 

1 
C/J. 

(A) ' 
z Hi/ n 

k- 
h L. ^ 

-—2 -1 

co. 

The fixed end moment is influenced hot only by V/^, but is also 

influenced by the moment at point 1, M^. The fixed end moment can 

bo expressed by the other interior point deflections, but for sim¬ 

plicity, the fixed end moment was considered to be composed of a 

moment due to cantilever deflection W,, that is s 

h H, 
and a moment equal to 

2 then can be expressed approximately 

interns of deflections as* 

M, = jj (-u/z + 2t*J,-o) 

MP=Mc + iM, = ff [-4a/, , + i ' f-> ' c ■ Z ' ■/ h‘ 

Muoh better results are obtained using this expression. 
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Deflection Mothod 

She equilibrium equation and maraont^dofleotion relationships for 

a point one opaao from a fined edge boundary are s 

Vow VoB "/ VoS *“ Vasf — p* (&J) 
^Mow+Moe^ ^Mos+ Mo/s/) _^otM30 + 

MoW+ Hoe = f<x(~Z„+2Z0 -zE) 

Mo* + HON = Ky (-Z*. f 2Z0 - Z„) 

She equilibrium and moment-deflection relationship for a point one 

space from two fired edge boundarioo eras 

Vow~ VeB. t VoS-'VofJ — P 

( Mow + MOB ) ■, fMos + MON ) ( 

' />, ) ( hi y ' 

MWO+MEO 

\ 
+ 
Mso wt~M/\jo 

hz 

MO'E. fr^k ( 2-Za Z 

os Mow ~ fcy (~~Z^ ~f~ ZZQ ~~ ZAJJ 

Mw= ^h+Zo+iZe) 

ME° = % (-Zo +22e -Zee) *^JrZ^Z,*2Ze^Z.*^) 

Hfijo - {p4-Z0 + 57 Z.s^ r 

Mso~ {~Z-ssfZZ3~Z°) +^hl (Z^~Zw^2zss~2Zo-fZB~ZE^) 

By substituting equations (a) and (19) or (SO) into equation (13), 

tho molooulor equation pan be constructed as show on pages 52. 

Q rvd. 53 . 
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Deflection Method 

Sen simultaneous equations, can be formed by applying molecu¬ 

lar equation { 01)' to points 0* A, B» 0* D, Ef ( 08) 'to points 

8) H, and ( 09)' to point 1* She deflection re stilts for the 

grid with fixed edges On four sides are shorn in table 3* 
* 

She moment and torque in each member can be found using 

equations (l6)f (18)» (19) or (20) * She results for moment and 

torque are given in Sables 2, 4* and 6* 
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DEFLECTION METHOD 

The molecular equation for a point one space from a fixed 

edge boundary 

— (C8) 

For Kx ~ Fj =■ K 
C*A,hz ~ Cy^ = c ' 

=Ph —'(c&) 
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DEFLECTION METHOD 

The molecular equation for a point'one space from two 

fixed edge boundaries 

<?c/yes 

sw 

0 

N£ 

o - 

NEE. 

iv £ 

i ° 
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“1 : "7 r* 

E£ 

]^%s 
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I */z Kf//>z i ;/ Cx/ J 
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ss 
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0. Solution By Slope-Deflection Method 

(a) Por the simply supported case 

Some of the unknowns become known by inspection, if 

symmetry of the grid loading condition is considered. 

By inspection the deflections at J, K, B, U equal 

zero, and the slopes 

0 S3 0* —0 l a 0 G#a 0 P'ss Q 

J%s 0 B%s -B* E#=s -E* I'as -I* 

0 K'ss 0 B'= 0 U'as 0. 

She remaining unknowns are the deflections at 0, A, 

B, 0, B, E* P, G» H, I and slopes at A*, B% C% B% B*, 

E% P\ G*f H', H*, 1', J*, K", B", M*. 

Swenty-six simultanous equations can be formed by 

applying molecular equations (Bl)' to points 0, A, B, 0, 3), 

Ej P, H', X, (B2) tO- points B, B, E, G, H, X, (B3) to 

points A, C, B, P, G, H, (B6)"to points «T, K, B, II. She 

results for deflection in the grid simply supported along 

four sides are shown in Sable 1. 

(b) Por comer supported case 

By/ inspection the deflection at H equals zero, and 

the slopes 

o'sa 0* as 0 A#*S 0 O'st 0 P'ts 0 J%s 0 

B'= -BT. E'= -E* x'a* -I* &'*= -H* . 

She remaining unknowns are deflections at 0, A, B, 0, 

B, E, P, G, B, I, X, E, B, M and the slopes at A*, B#, 0*, 

B% B-, E% P*, G', 6*, H% H*, 1% JT\ K% E#, B% B‘, 

H#, and H*. 

Chirty-four simultanous equations can be formed by 

applying molecular equations (Bl) "to points 0, A, B, 0, B, 

E, P, G, H, I, (S4)'to points J, K, B, K, (B2)'to points 

B, B, E, G, H, X,-(B3)' to points A, 0, D, P, G, H, (B5)' 
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SlOPE-BBFIiECSIOlJ 1SSSH0B 

to points Ej B, My (B6)'to points Jj K, L, M, and (B7)'to 

point 0. She results for deflection in the grid oupportcd 

at four comers are shown in Sable 5. 

(c) Par fired edge case 

By inspection the deflection at J» K, By M, II equal 

aero# end the slopoe 

0#* 0* a 0 A'» 0 C0 P#« 0 

j'= 3* « 0 K'B K’ = 0 B'« B*= 0 iTo M'S 0 

H's U* S 0 B's -B* E'S -S' l'« -I' 

She remaining unknowns are deflections at 0, A, B, G, 

By By By Gy Hy Xy CUd thO SlOpeS at A y 3 y C y B y B'y B y 

F'y G% G'y H' and l\ 

Swenty-two eimultanous equations can be formed by 

applying molecular equation (Bl) 'to points 0, A, By 0, B, 

By P, G, H, X, (B2) 'to points B, B, E, G, H, I and (B3)' 

to points Ay Cy By Py Gy H* 2he results for deflection 

in the grid with fixed edges are shown in fable 3« 

After the deflections and slopes of the intersec¬ 

tions have been found y moments and torque in each member can 

be calculated from equations (3)» (4)y (6) and (7). fhe 

results §re given in fable 2S 4 and 6. 
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TABLE 1 

8x8 SQUARE GRID ( Y = » --1 ) 
' El 3.75' 

SIMPLY SUPPORTER ALONG POUR EDGES 

COMPARISON OP DEFLECTION 

BY SLOPE- 
DEFLECTION BY PLATE-ANALOGY BY DEFLECTION 
METHOD METHOD METHOD 

LOCATION DEFLECTION DEFLECTION ERROR DEFLECTION ERROR 

UNIT=-g^(in) GNIT^Un) * UKITa-~~*i( in) < 
0 49*36819 50.35089 +2.0 50.47193 +2,8 
A 45*76416 46.70013 • +2,0 47*06994 +2.9 B 42.43293 43.33870 +2*1 43.67412 +2.9 
0 35*32465 36,13408 +2*3 36,41159 +3.1 2) 32.773G9 33.54893 +2*4 33.80763 +5*2 
E 25*35806 26.01951 +2,6 26.22232 +3.4 E 19.27706 19.80051 +2.7 19.99503 +3.7 
G 17.89806 18.40007 +2.8 18,54063 +3,6 
H 13.87957 14.30971 +3.1 14.42252 +3.9 X 7*62250 7.90610 +3,7 7.97209 +4.6 
3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
K: 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
B 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
H 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

SLOPE 

Vh? 

(radians) 
A* -0.098954 

B e* —B 0.091488 
C* -0.187338 
D' 0.070101 
D* -0.173463 

8 - —E* 0,133429 
F* -0,251622 
&' 0.379187 
G* -0.233458 
H' 0,072455 
H* -0.180644 

l'= -I* 0.098877 
r -0.273189 
K* -0,253654 
L* -0,196721 
M* -0.108069 

A=0=P~j' 0.0 
ITsN'oS' 0.0 
L=M' 0,0 

ERROR COMPARED WITH SLOPE-DEFLECTION METHOD 
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2 mm 2 

8x8 SQUAR3 GRID ( f « 

SMPIiY StJPDORSED ADOBG FOBS EDGES 

OOSEPAHISOB 0? M0HEH2 ADD TORQUE 

31 SIiOBS- 
SEFDECTXOR 
METHOD 

BY KASE-AIIOIiQGY 
METHOD 

BY HBHS02I0H 
METHOD ' 

IrOCATIOH MOMBHT mSBBT ERROR • 120KERT ERROR 

trxII2e3?h(ia,lb) Si?ITeDh(i»,lb) 58 OBXTaPh(inflb) % 

ai 3.687357 3.790047 ❖2,8 3.671988 -0.4 
AO 3.580720 3.688430 ❖3.0 3.564384 -0,4 
OF 3*049293 3.173116 4-4.1 3.033348 -0.5 
3MT 1.927923 2.032434 ❖8.0 1.918152 -0.5 

■ A3 3.406589 3*507382 ❖3.0 3.395323 -0.3 
3D 3.314147 3*419371 ❖3.2 3*302168 -0*4 
DG 2.839203 2.956855 ❖4.1 2.825665 -0.5 
GS 1.815110 1.958469 ❖8.0 1,602358 —0,6 
CD 2.615581 2.695148 ❖3*4 2.603959 -0,1 
BB 2*545364 2.639770 ❖3.7 2.543622 —0,1 
BE 1,215281 2.316796 ❖4,6 2.209520 -0,3 
S3 1.462095 1.580204 ❖8,1 1.451837 -0.7 
FG 1.416833 1.464173 ❖4.1 1,409722 ❖0.2 
GH 1.378378 1.442004 ❖4.6 1.383076 ❖0.3 
HI 1.218483 1.291875 ❖6,0 1.224554 ❖0.5 m 0.848378 0.928595 ❖9.5 0.848257 0.0 
3K ■m - ■ mm - ’ : 

K3 m - mm mm .mm 

H - «D» 
, mm 

mm 

TORQUE TQRQUB ERROR TOEQOE ERROR 

DHIT=Dh(in,lb) Blfi2«Ph(4nflb: OD ITssPhC in a lb) & 
a3 -0.07168252 -0.07299326 ❖1.8 -0.017120933 -0.7 
DC -0.13320096 -0.13621393 ❖2,3 -0.13240673 -0*6 
OF -0.17437254 -0.17967653 ❖3.0 -0.17359726 -0,5 crs -0.18754090 -0.19322306 ❖4*1 -0.18796293 ❖0.2 
3D -0.20530820 -0.21043093 ❖2,5 -0.20486960 -0,2 
DB -0^38432285 -0.39487726 ❖2,7 -0.38322513 -0.3 
GH -0.50702006 -0,52429720 ❖3.7 -0.50568740 -0.3 
KL -0.54655402 -0,57140386 ❖4.5 -0.54908186 ❖0.5 
DG -0.30895372 -0.32066026 ❖3.8 -0.31076226 ❖0.6 
EH -0.58535040 -0.60810353 ❖3.9 -0.58777186 ❖0,4 
HI -0*78495638 -0.81898833 ❖4* -0.78665373 ❖0.2 m -0.85106323 -0.89396006 ❖5.6 -0.86005666 ❖1.0 
QK -0.36401987 -0.38331346 ❖5*3 -0.36852240 ❖1.2 
m -0.69557180 -0.73518200 ❖5*7 -0.70456926 ❖1*5 m -0.94922372 -1.01003620 ❖6,4 -0.96150100 ❖1.3 m . -1,0374609 -1.12111230 ❖8,1 -1.06294530 ❖2,5 

EHBOH COMPARED WITH SB0PE-BEF&3CTI0K METHOD 
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CABLE 3 

8x8 SQUARE GRIB ( f» ) 

SUPPORTED OB POUR GIBED WITH PIXEL EDGES 

COMPARISON or DSPDECTIOH 

BY SLOPE- 
DEFLECTION 

BY PLATE-ANALOGY BY DEFLECTION 

METHOD METHOD * METHOD 

LOCATION DEFLECTION DEFLECTION ERROR DEFLECTION ERROR 

UBISa-g^(la) < 

0 12*61541 12.22656 -3.1 12.63915 40.19 
A 11.18931 10.8586? -2.9 11.23634 "40, 42 
13 9*93676 9*65282 —2.8 10.00184 4-0.64 
0 7*34995 7.16856 -2.5 7.44644 +1.31 
D 6.55149 1 6.39004 -2.5 6,65463 +1.57 
B 4.36963 4,26450 -2.4 4,48433 +2.62 
P 2.60155 2,57773 -0.9 2.71233 +4,25 
G 2*33286 2.30647 -1.1 2,44238 +4.69 
H 1.58693 1.55620 -1.9 1.68860 +6.40 
I 0.59804 , 0.57154 —4,4 0,67346 +12.60 
J 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 K 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
L 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 
it 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

SLOPE 

ph5 
*“=-ir 

C r*rtn*l 

A* *0.038456 
B a -B* 0,033820 c* - _ iff -0.064335 

33 C.021693 
33* . . 0 Ml -0.056921 

B a -E 0.037135 
P* 
__ # -0.060051 
G 0.007499 
G* 
— ** 

-0,053640 
H 0.013172 
B* -0.036060 

I » —I* 0.013537 
J « jr* 

-A 4^ A 
0,0 

X » K 0,0 
l/a L* 

0 MM 
0.0 

M « M* 0.0 
N%o H* 0.0 

.1  

ERROR COMPARED WISH SLOPE-BBPLBOTXOH METHOD 
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TABES 4 

8x8 SQUABS GRID ( f« -|j~ « "3775) 

SUPPORTED ON POUR SIDES WITH FIXED EDGES 

COMPARISON OF MOMENT AND TORQUE- 

LOCATION 

Br SLOPE- 
DEFLECTION 
METHOD 

BY PLATE-ANALOGY 
METHOD 

BY DEFLECTION 
METHOD 

MOMENT MOMENT ERROR MOMENT ERROR 

UNIT«Ph( in,1b) UNIToPh(in,lb) UNIT=Ph(in,lb) i> 

OA 1.509426 1.367890 -9,4 1.402812 - 7.0 
AC 1.348272 1.200401 -11.0 1.234276 - 8,5 
CP 0.657251 0.512666 -22.0 0.536405 -18,3 
PJ -0.842659 -0.954649 *13.2 -0.958097 *13.7 
AB 1.322011 1.205850 - 9.1 1.234498 - 6.6 
BD 1.185730 1.060971 -10.5 1.089979 - 8.1 
DG 0.596249 0.462922 —22.4 0.486812 -18.4 
OK -0.725699 -0.843649 *16.3 -0.838985 *15.6 
CD 0.833500 0.778520 - 6,6 0.791815 - 5.0 
DB 0.748120 0.684109 - 8.6 0.699863 - 6.5 
EH 0,403780 0.310927 -23.0 0.332845 -17.6 
HL -0.433007 -0.556625 *28.5 -0.532722 *23.0 
FG 0,266132 0.271260 * 1.9 0.269957 * 1.4 
GH 0.209548 0.210805 *0 .6 0.211424 * 0.9 
HI 0.095259 0.071729 -24.8 0.083074 ■$12.5 
IM -0.155255 -0.244963 *57.7 -0.207748 *33.8 
<TF -3.480996 -3.363320 - 3.4 -3.563050 * 2,4 
&G -3.136438 -3.015430 — 4*9 -3.221100 * 2.7 
LH -2.163889 -2.046275 -5.4 -2-256117 *4. 3 
MI -0.819436 *•0.754030 - 8.0 -0.924770 +12.8 

TORQUE TORQUE ERROR TORQUE ERROR 

UHIT=Ph(in,lb) TO?IT=Ph(in,lb; - * UHIT=Ph(in,lb) i 
AB -0.044425 -0,039291 -11.6 -0.040733 -8.3 
DC -0.071118 -0.062306 -12.4 -0,064303 —9.6 
GP -0.061536 -O.O519OI -15.7 -0.052788 -14.2 
JK 0.0 0.0 - 0.0- .. 
BD -0.116506 -0*104305 -10.5 -0.107974 - 7.3 
DE -0.190004 -0.167501 -11,8 -0.172896 - 9.0 
GH -1.168699 -0.141702 —16.0 -01144686 -14.2 
KL 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 .. 
DG -0.136256 -0.125502 7.9 -0.129224 - 5.2 
EH -0,230049 -0.206594 -10.2 -0.213140 - 7.4 
HI -0.216294 -0.180553 - 6.5 -0.186382 -13.8 
LM 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 
GK -0.719926 -0.681020 - 5.4 -0.682492 - 5.2 
HL -0.126447 trO.115666 - 8,5 -0.117928 -6. 7 

' m -0.129959 -0.103747 -20.2 -0.112573 -13.4 
1 MH 0.0 0,0 - 0.0 - 

ERROR COMPARED WITH SLOPE-DEFLECTION METHOD 
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TABLE 5 

8x8 SQUARE GRIB ( f * 

SUPPORTED AT POUR CORNERS BY COLUMNS 

COMPARISON OP DEFLECTION 

LOCATION 

BY SLOPE- 
DEPIECTIQB 

 METHOD 

BY PLATE-ANALOGY 
METHOD 

BY DEFLECTION 
METHOD 

DEFLECTION DEFLECTION ERROR DEFLECTION ERROR 
pu3 

UHITa-gj(in) % TOI2a-||j(ln) 

0 198.18867 184.57842 -6.9 203.58662 +2.7 
A 193.74332 180.26365 -7.0 199.00206 +2.7 
B 188.85504 175.57302 -7.0 193.97881 +2.7 
P 181.10847 168.01966 -7.2 185.97404 +2.7 
D 174.96626 162.25379 -7.3 179.69717 +2.7 
B 157.46163 145.81882 -7.4 161.79097 +2,7 
3?. 162.19264 149.78552 -7.6 166.48581 +2*6 
G 154.21210 142.41654 -7.6 158.35174 +2.7 
H 131.25891 121.22515 -7.6 134.93747 +2.8 
I 96.41286 39.04668 -7.6 99.31234 +3.0 
J 139.67385 128.34260 -8.2 143.31037 +2.6 
K 129.58105 119.11537 -8.1 133.03919 +2.7 
L 

100.26474 92.30069 —8.0 103.15949 +2.9 
H 54.88891 50.71867 —7.6 56.73474 +3.3 

 SLOPE- 

Ph^ 
UNIT = — 

(_radians7 
A* -0.1223242 

B'= -B* 0.1344235 
0* -0.2256020 
»' 0.1683142 
D’ -0.2476990 

B's -E* 0.3122103 
P* -0.2957726 
o' 0.2195843 
0* -0.3230920 
H' 0.4114471 
H* -0.4081135 

I'a -I* 0.5450512 
J* -0.3252510 
K* 0.2769490 
K* -0.3522060 
L' 0.5266009 
L* -0.4455691 
ll' 0.7134664 
M* -0.5946288 

N'« N * 0.7747761 
A=C«P4T

# 
0.0 

ERROR COMPARED WITH SLOPE-DEFLECTION METHOD 
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TABLE 6 

8x8 SQUARE GRIB ( f = -|y- = -3^) 

SUPPORTED AT POUR COMERS BY COBUMS 

COMPARISON OP BIOMENT AND TORQUE 

BY SIiOPE- 
BEPIiEGTION 

BY PLATE-ANALOGY BY DEPLECTION 

METHOD 
METHOD METHOD 

LOCATION MOMENT MOMENT ERROR MOMENT ERROR 

UNIT=Ph(in,lb) UNIT=Ph(in|lb) % UNIT=Ph(in,lb) 

OA 4.528709 4.314770 - 4.7 4.584560 +1.2 
&Q 4.046522 3.866700 - 4.5 4.108910 +1.5 
OP 2.965166 2.815950 - 4.1 3.022760 +1.9 
PJ 1.547055 1.375840 -11.1 1.577320 +2.0 
AB 4.987067 4.690630 - 6.0 5.023950 +0.7 
BD 4.476464 4.233170 - 5.5 4.522300 +1.0 
DG 3.272880 3.067910 - "6.3 3.331470 +1.8 
GK 1.675381 1.509140 -10.0 1.717580 +2.5 
CD 6.272050 5.765690 - 8.1 6.276870 +0.0 
DE 5.725497 5.261810 - 8.1 5.731760 +0.1 
EH 4.265697 3.930300 - 7.9 4.302110 +0.8 
HL 2.133180 1.945710 - 8.8 2.208980 +3.6 
PG 8.131550 7.369980 - 9.4 8.134070 +0.0 
GH 7.615243 6.873370 - 9.8 7.598850 -0.2 
HI 6.046123 5.404010 -10.6 6.005700 -0..7 
IM 3.271184 2.914575 -10.9 3.297114 +0*8 
JK 10.338071 9.227230 -10.8 10.271180 —0*6 
KL 10.530003 9.043070 -14.1 10.091010 -4.2 
M 8.927385 7.884560 -11.7 8.848040 -0.9 
HN 6.143730 5.294798 -13.8 5.986885 -2*6 

TORQUE TORQUE ERROR TORQUE ERROR 

UNIT=Ph(in,lb) UNIT=Ph(in,lb) < UNIT=Ph(in,lb) % . 

AB 0.11605757 0.0979400 -15.6 0.11282066 -2.8 
DC 0.21213120 0.1786233 —15.8 0.20734133 -2.3 
GP 0.27004109 0.2295573 

-15.0 0.26628733 -1.4 
JK 0.28770902 0.2476333 -14.0 0.28494800 -1.0 
BD 0.33°24691 0.2781987 -15.8 0.32521200 -1.5 
DE 0.61930838 0.5248227 -15.3 0.60888866 -1.7 
GH 0.80843155 0.6931807 —14.3 0.79823333 -1.3 
KL 0*86734502 0.7497720 -13.6 0.86205733 -0.6 
DG 0.48739258 0.4240353 -13.0 0,49101800 +0.7 
EH 0*95267280 0.8227360 -13.. 6 0.95195400 -0.1 
HI 1*31460130 1.1325566 -13.9 1.30475000 -0.8 
LM 1*34097300 1.2538066, —12*4 1.44000130 +0.6 
GK 
HL 

0*55070131 
1.10547720 tmm - 9.5 

- 9.4 
0.57350266 
1.15102960 

+4.1 
+4.1 

IM 1.61678520 1.4529473 -10.1 1.66378400 +2*9 
MN 1.72941410 1.6520880 - 4.5 1.88756640 +9.1 

ERROR COMPARED WITH SLOPE-DEELECTION METHOD 
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CHAPTER VI 

TORSIOBAL EFFECT AMD THE GRID-AEAEOGY METHOD 

G T 
She influence of the relative torsional rigidity, = —r on 

C wL* 

deflection was studies, Figure 8 shows the deflection along the 

center beam of a square grid for the following values of • 
\ 

(f =t 0 corresponds to no torsional stiffness, 

f = 0.26666 corresponds to the box section studies in the 

previous examples. 

(T ss 0.8 corresponds to a pipe section. 

¥ ' = 1.0 corresponds to a plate* 

Other sections such as a square, ¥ =0,675, can be studies 

by interpolation from Figure • 

Another point of interestwhich is a by-product of this study 

is the case, = 1. I-f iT =1 is substituted into Equation (2), this 

differential equation will reduce to the following form* 

1)4tV 

!>X4 
+ Z 

?Zld^2' 

24 tv _ ^ 

I4 JD 

which is exactly the plate equation. Since the exact solution 

for a grid can be achieved by the ” Slope-Defleotion Method0, 

this method can be iised as the ” Grid-Analogy Method” in order to 

solve plate problems. By analogy a plate can be discretised into 

a grid with sectional properties, with the stiffnesses of 

the edge members one-half that of the inner members. 

Consider a uniformly loaded square plate as an examples 

M. Simply supported edges 

(1) Deflection at center of plate 

(a) By the Grid-Analogy method 

W = 0.004018 
o O 

(b) Solution from Timoshenko1 

X! - 0,00406 -^A4 
0 D 

Error = 1,03 $ 

(2) Maximum moment at center of plate 
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(a) By the Grid-Analogy method 

M / unit width a 0.0377368 ph2 o ^ 
(b) Solution from Timoshenko 

H / unit width a 0.0368461 ph2 

Error a 2.417 % 

M. Fixed edges 

(1) Deflection at center of plate 

(a) By the Grid-Analogy method 

V a 0.00128925   
o 1 

(b) Solution from Timoshenko 

1 a 0.00126   
o 

Error a 2.32 $ 

(2) Maximum moment at center of fixed dege 

(a) 'By the Grid-Analogy method 

11./ unit width a -0.0505713 ph2 

. . 3 1 
(b) Solution from 2iaoshenko ' 

Uj unit width a -0.0513 ph2 

4 
Error = 1.423 # 

These result shows that the Grid-Analogy gives accurate answers in 

this case. 
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4 
OF GR/D 

p/pure. 3 
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CHAPTER VII 

COHObUSIOlJ AHB DISCUSIOZJ 

The Slope-Deflection Method offers an exact solution for a 

grid loaded at the joints. The error will not bo large when the 

loads are really distributed. The drawback of this method is 

that it involves too many unknowns, so that a large number of 

simultanous equations must be solved, which may tax the capacity 

of an ordinary coaputor. Also, the anti-symmetric condition of 

the slopes at the joints makes this method quite tedious, if one 

is not quite familar with the application of this method. 

The Plate-Analogy Method gives acceptable results. This 

method will furnish a simple way to solve grid problems, provided 

the grid is in direct analogy with the plate* The grid example 

that has been studied is not in direct analogy with the plate, so 

special treatment must bo given to the edge members* The imaginary 

edge beam complicates application of this method. If the edge 

beam effect is ignored, large errors result. 

The finite difference technique is frequently used to solve 

plate problems and involves essentially treating the plate like a 

grid. So the finite difference approach is particularly suited to 

real grid problems. However the finite-difference technique does 

not give good results for plate or beam problems with fixed edges 

or ends, unless very fine division is made. Use of the fine divi¬ 

sions is equivalent to averaging down the error induced from In¬ 

accurate molecular expression near the fixed edge boundary. In 

this study special attention was paid to the problem of the fixed 

edge condition. The idea of finite difference superposition at;, 

the fixed edge was applied to minimise error in the Plate-Analogy 

approach. 

The Deflection-Method gives satisfactory results and is much 

easier to apply than the two previous approaches considered. The 

number of simultaneous equations for the solution of the free edge 
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case by the Slope-Deflection Method is 34, whereas the number of 

equations by the Deflection-Method is,..only 14. Dor the simply 

supported case, the number of equations by the Slope-Deflection 

Method is 26 and by the Deflection Method is 10. Dor the fined 

edges, the number of equations by Slope-Deflection Method is 22 

and by Deflection Method is also 10. She Plate-Analogy Method 

involves the same number of equations as the Defleotion Method ex¬ 

cept in the case of the fixed edge where two sets of 10 equations 

must be solved. She accuracy of the Deflection-Method is better 

when the number of divisions of a grid is large. Por a grid of 

very few divisions the Slope-Deflection Method should be used, 

otherwise the Deflection Method is easier and accurate. 

She study indicates that the torsional stiffness of the 

members have considerable; influence on the deflection of the grid 

and on the stresses in the grid. Por instance, If we neglect the 

torsional effect of a pipe grid the error in deflection and stress 

will he 100 fo. Any method which ignores the torsional effect 

should not be used for the analysis of grids with high torsional 

stiffness. 
gj 

By assigning Y = —gy- = 1, the Slope-Deflection Method 

can be adapted as the n Grid-Analogy Method” to solve plate 

problems. Por a plate which is partially loaded, or for a plate 

with fixed edges or with free edges, this method will give much 

more accurate results than that from the finite difference tech¬ 

nique. It is also much simpler than the application of series 

solutions. 

Molecular equations for various boundary conditions for 

each method are developed fully in this paper. She molecular 

equations are developed in a very general manner, so that they 

could be adapted to a gild with member sises and spacing not 

necessary the same in two orthogonal directions. 
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